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Introduction:

Within this report it provides you the reader with an insight into some of the work

undertaking by the staff &amp; young people of Ardoyne Youth Club throughout the month

of October 2014. We aim within this report to give you a snapshot of some of the

work and also highlight the learning outcomes achieved by the young people that

participate within the programmes that are on offer to them. As a centre based

organisation located in the Area of Ardoyne North Belfast the community in which we

work is predominately catholic, however there are various other cultures that live

within the community with a small percentage engaging within the centre. The centre

is a voluntary organisation, with one Leader in Charge, One project Co-Ordinator,

two full time youth worker, a part time administrator, eight part time youth work staff

and around eighteen volunteers.



Throughout the youth centre year from September to August we aim to provide the

young people that unties the centre with various elements of informal education,

looking at enhancing their skills and abilities with a further opportunity to avail of

training and access employment. The opening of the centre for the delivery of

facilitated group work &amp; programmes mainly takes place between 7.00 - 10.00pm

Monday to Friday. Furthermore we open two late evenings a week Thursday and

Friday 10.00pm - 12.00am looking to provide an opportunity for young people who

don't engage in the normal hours within the centre. many of these young people

would be deemed “At Risk” and range from the age of 14-21. This is our mid night

programme which has been highly successful, currently within it we are running Dj

programme accredited level 2, America and Poland group who are also doing

accredited training based at level 2.



Thank you to the staff who have contributed to the report and to the young people

whom without participation it wouldn't be possible. please visit our website,

Facebook &amp; Twitter for more updates.

www,ardoyneyc.com

@ardoyneyc

Email: info@ardoyneyc.com
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Group: Belfast 2 Blanco South Africa 2015

Staff: Ciaran Gormley (AYC) &amp; Paul Dynes(HYC)

Numbers of young people: 12 – 6 Ardoyne YC &amp; 6 Hammer YC ( 7 males &amp; 5 females).

Description:

Through the month of October we run weekly sessions on personal development. This was a

way to help the young people assess their skills &amp; qualities, consider their aims in life &amp; set

goals in order to realise &amp; maximise their potential. We came

together as a group &amp; came up with the idea to make two

Plaster Paris mask to express their feeling &amp; what they want

to change on their journey to south Africa come April, this

would be drawn or painted onto their 1st mask. The 2nd mask

would be completed when they get back from their journey,

this would be painted or drawn with what they’ve achieved or

changes they made while out in Africa.

Learning outcomes:

•



Confidence building



•



Teamwork/support



•



Communication



•



Plan, monitor &amp; review progress



•



Evaluation of tasks provided
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Group Name: Young Women's Group. 

Staff Member: Julieann McEvoy

How many young people in group: 8 Females

Brief description of sessions run throughout the month:

On the 04/11/14 I met with the group of girls to discuss our programme. We started the night

of with doing up a contract, I explained to the girls what way we would run out the

programme and we based a discussion on what areas we would include within it. one thing i

already had in place would be the girls receiving the baby dolls on the 24/11/14 for three

weeks. We drew up a plan with what's going to be happening each week in the group and

created a rota for when they will receive the dolls and have to have them back. The girls

seem to be really excited with getting the opportunity of looking after a life like doll for a

weekend. They came up with a new name for the group... YMC (Yummy Mummy

Club). Furthermore when we were doing our plans for the next few months for the group the

girls said they would like to learn a little about body changes and contraception. So for the

new year I plan on getting a girl from the Brook clinic to come out a delivery a few sessions

on these topics with the group.

Learning outcomes of the monthly sessions:

• Decision making.

• Leadership role.

• Team building.

Group Name: Health &amp; Beauty

Staff Member: Rachel Stitt

How many young people in group: 7 Females

Brief description of sessions run throughout the month:

The has been a variety of sessions throughout the month that have focused on different

aspects of health and beauty with the main focus being on skin care and make up and the

correct application of make up. In the group sessions we have looked at the following so far;

•Skin Care-How to choose the correct skin care products for your skin type,How to

cleanse,tone and moisturise correctly

•Foundation-How to choose the correct shade and foundation type to suit your skin type and

how to apply it correctly

•Face Shapes-How to determine what face shape they have which helps when applying

make up

•Eye Shapes-How to determine what eye shape they have which will help when applying

eyeshadow correctly

•Blush-How to choose the correct colour to compliment a make up look and how to apply it

correctly

Learning Outcomes:

• Application and Cleansing of Skin.

• Products and their purpose.

• Increased skills and Knowledge that will benefit them.

• Communication with others and its importance.
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Group Name: Youth Work certificate programme 

Staff Members: Thomas Turley 

How Many Young People in Group: 10 

Brief Description of Sessions Run Through Out the Month: 

This month has seen the students start the youth work certificate course with George

Williams College in London. Some of the areas they have looked at is introduction to Youth

Work practice, community mapping and presentation. Within the first three weeks all the

students had to complete a mapping exercise within

their area of work and build this into a presentation that

would be presented to their peers within the group.

Prior to the course and alongside it the students are still

involved in their work placements which are Ardoyne

Youth Club, Hammer Youth Club, Active Communities

Network and Sector 3 Solutions. All the students

participating will complete a 3 month placement in each

of the organisations aimed at giving them a different

experience and receive various types of learning and

how in the future this can allow them to use the various

skills they've gained and apply them to their work.

Furthermore some of the students are gaining the

opportunity to get their English and Maths through

another partner Paragon Training. 

Learning Outcomes of the Monthly Sessions. 

• Informal education and its benefits. 

• Community mapping 

• Awareness of local delivery organisations within their communities. 

• Presentation skills

• Stepping outside their comfort zones. 
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Group Name: Youth Committee 

Staff Members: Thomas Turley &amp; Megan McFarlane 

 

How Many Young People in Group: 12 

 

Brief Description of Sessions Run Through Out the Month: 

This month the Youth Committee has continued to focus on the shop as a social enterprise

project, engaging with younger members to get their feedback on how it could be better.

They have also planned an activity where over 40 other members spent a late night at the

cinema. The youth committee has made it clear that they want to provide a good service to

the other members who access the club, whereby engaging with them around the needs

within the club, having a role within programmes and marketing the youth

committee so that others are aware. The committee have further looked at

how they can take learning from other organisations and how this could

have an impact on what they provide for the youth club, therefore visits

are being arranged to Belfast City Council, &amp; Stormont to meet some of

N.Irelands politicians with a view to going to London to meet some other

Youth organisations that have acted similar to our youth committee. Only

into their second month things are quite new and becoming more

apparent. 

 

Learning Outcomes of the Monthly Sessions

•

•

•

•



Dealing with different challenges 

Communication with other agencies 

Organisation and taking responsibility 

Leadership 
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Group Name: America Group

Staff Members: Stephen Konrard &amp; Amanda McCusker

 

How Many Young People in Group: 16 

 

Brief Description of Sessions Run Through Out the Month: 

America group is into its last few weeks the young people are now doing there OCN in

young people dealing with criticism. We have also had group discussions around sexual

health and peer pressure. The young people now lead the start of the group with doing the

team building games, two people have a role each week to

come up with ice breakers to start the group, this gives them

some responsibility and helps build their confidence. The

group continues to run well and the young people continue to

enjoy it and are learning a throughout. There will be a

presentation night held in Belfast Castle to recognise the

young people’s achievements and they will receive all their

certificates for the courses they have completed date.

Learning Outcomes:

•



Increased confidence and self esteem



•



Gain accredited certificates



•



Leadership role



•



Better understand of how to deal with different types of criticism



•



Support and encourage each other



Group Name:Thursday nights Football.

Staff Members: Stephen Konrard &amp; Paul Brennan.

How Many Young People involved: 50+

Football on Thursday nights is still running well, we are getting good numbers every week

averaging up to 50 young people aged 14+. The

young people really just enjoy having the freedom of

play and having fun with their mates. Some young

people have been asking about the chances of

maybe starting up a midnight soccer programme I

have took their idea on board and said I will speak to

joe to see if it’s possible to run.

Outcomes

•



Health and fitness



•



Teamwork



•



Increased confidence and self esteem



•



Football development



•



Safe Space
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Group Name: Football Team

Staff Members: Stephen Konrard, Ryan Hamill, Sam McBurney &amp; Paul Headley.

 

How Many Young People in Group: 16 

 

Brief Description of Sessions Run Through Out the Month: 

The team has been doing well this month, they had a bit of a slow start in September but

have now started to pick themselves up and are doing really well and starting to climb up the

league table. The team trains two nights a week

and these two nights benefit them so much as you

can see each young person improving and getting

fitter as it goes on, additional to this they play a

competitive game each Saturday morning in the

South Belfast Youth League The team will be going

on a residential next month for some team building.

•



Team work



•



Improved fitness



•



Better communication skills



•



Increased confidence



Group Name: Mentoring

Staff Members: Stephen Konrard.

 

How Many Young People in Group: 2 

 

Brief Description of Sessions Run Through Out the Month: 

The mentoring programme has been going really well at the minute I have two young people

I am mentoring at present. We meet up once a week for a catch up to see how things are

going I give guidance and support when needed and help increase the young person’s

confidence and social inclusion. We have a healthy relationship and as weeks go on you can

see positive changes in these young people although they do have their ups and downs but

we all do but it’s about myself making sure the mentee over comes the lows and picks

himself up and focuses on how he can do better and shows the positive sides he has.

Outcomes

•



Guidance and support



•



Better confidence and self esteem



•



Positive change



•



Achieve goals



•



Respect
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